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N’CRYPT® Security Solutions represents an Innovative and Proven Approach in Delivering Patient Safety, 
Supply Chain Integrity and Pharmaceutical Brand Protection

The proliferation of counterfeit medicine has become a matter of global significance. The World Health Organization and national 
governments alike are actively progressing legislative measures to enhance patient safety via supply chain and authentication 
technology.

Amcor has positioned itself as the pharmaceutical industry’s product security supplier of choice with its inspired product security 
solutions that focus brand protection all with patient safety top of mind.

N’CRYPT® Pharma Security Solutions
Amcor has developed the competence and experience 
to deliver validated anticounterfeit solutions across its 
broad range of market-leading pharmaceutical packaging 
solutions. We invite you to engage our experts in defining a 
product security solution tailored to your pharmaceutical 
brand needs.

Three pillars form the foundation of the N’CRYPT® 
program:

1.  Security Pedigree, encompassing robust “chain of 
custody” procedures, coupled with a formal security 
audit program for internal and external suppliers

2.  Comprehensive family of validated overt, covert, 
forensic and EZ-ID™ Solutions

3.  Innovative technology integration excellence, ensuring 
effective next generation solutions and “ease of 

application” within existing manufacturing and/or 
supply chain environment

When viewed collectively, Amcor provides Brand Owners 
with peace of mind.

Secure Pedigree
We operate multiple N’CRYPT® sites located in the 
United States, United Kingdom and Switzerland. Common 
“chain of custody” procedures have been developed and 
implemented to ensure alignment across these sites. 
Extensive security training, coupled with frequent internal 
and upstream supplier security audits, have resulted in a 
robust culture of confidentiality and supply chain integrity, 
which forms the backbone of our value proposition to Brand 
Owners.
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Validated Family of Solutions
Amcor offers a wide range of proven technology solutions, each 
ideally suited to addressing specific counterfeit cases.

Fine Line Print

Our core competence in security printing, including patented 
technologies, provides brand-enhancing overt or cost effective 
covert options, including microtext, guilloche or UV moiré.

Overt technologies

Our unrivalled breadth of capabilities include color shift inks, 
multiple holographic options, foil embossing and special inks.

Covert technologies

Flexible taggant applications in inks or lacquers to unique digital 
watermark attributes reflect only a part of our repertoire.

New EZ-ID™ Solutions

EZ-ID™ uniquely fulfills both supply chain and authentication 
requirements, providing overall integrity to the system.

DETER with
Overt solutions

DETECT with
Covert solutions

DETAIN with
Forensic solutions

VALIDATE with
Track & Trace solutions

Measures readily noticeable 
by the naked eye

Technologies
• Fine line print
• Color shift coatings
• Holograms
• Special inks

Features not obvious to the 
viewer and that require 
special reading device

Technologies
• Fine line print
• Special inks/coatings
• Taggants (IR, UV)

Features that require lab 
analysis to identify

Technologies
• Taggants
• DNA
• Biometrics

Tracking solutions that 
enhance supply chain 
transparency and safety

Technologies
• Taggants
• Barcodes
• RFID
• e-pedigree authentication 

for contract packaging

Technological Integration
Amcor is at the forefront of assessing new and innovative 
anti-counterfeit technologies. The criteria for technology 
selection and testing are guided by our intimate 
understanding of how pharmaceutical Brand Owners apply 
our products, thus ensuring no or minimal changes to 
existing processes.

Our unrivalled R&D resources coupled with our extensive 
application know-how, optimize the integration of both in-
house and 3rd party developments.

Feature integration is further enhanced by the presence 
of rapid prototyping and in-house security artwork design 
capabilities.

These combined skills offer our security customers a 
degree of feature selection and implementation flexibility 
that has become the trademark of our N’CRYPT® business.

Your Pharma Security Partner
For competent advice on how packaging can help you address your brand protection needs, we invite you to engage us at 
Amcor; your ideal partner with proven ability to deliver reliable and inspired Product Security solutions!



Creating a new world 
of packaging

flexibles@amcor.com 
www.amcor.com
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